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About 
Samnidhy

Samnidhy is the only registered Student Managed

Investment Fund in India. It is a platform for

budding investors to learn the skills of investing

and fund management.

It has an official board of directors and is regulated by

strict guidelines and procedures.

SAMNIDHY@TAPMI.EDU.IN

Samnidhy stands for fostering fortunes, not only monetarily but

also by giving students a unique learning opportunity to enhance

their knowledge in investments.



Investment Training sessions Guest lectures by industry stalwarts

What Samnidhy does

Investment in markets

MISSION

To provide excellent hands-on learning 

experience, fostering research and real 

time decision making”

VISION

To be recognized as the best SMIF 

(student managed investment fund) 

in India.
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We are delighted to convey to you that Samnidhy has grown since December 2014. We have completed 3 years of operations as of 

December 2017. Our corpus has grown 2.7 times that of our first NFO of Rs. 2.1 Lakhs.

We currently manage a corpus of Rs. 7.9 Lakhs wholly contributed by the student body of TAPMI. We have also gained immense industry 

exposure through our interactions with industry stalwarts and our esteemed alumni. Through our internal mentorship program and 

knowledge transferring sessions we have been successful at creating a strong knowledge base within the team that is passed on to the 

incoming batch. We have also begun sharing the knowledge gained in Samnidhy through a formal platform of sector presentations and 

investor education sessions to the student community of TAPMI.

I would like to thank the outgoing board of Samnidhy, CIO Mr Dhanyakumar M H, CRO Mr N Phani Kumar, CMO Mr Dinesh Guna, 

CHRO Ms Abhilasha Mathur and the interim CIO Ms Bhargavi Mittal for carrying forward the legacy of Samnidhy. It has been a pleasure to 

work with all of you.

Samnidhy is where it is today because of the dedicated team of equity analysts and marketers who work towards its success, I thank you for 

your dedication. 

I am confident that Samnidhy will continue to foster fortunes for those seek it in TAPMI.

Wishing you a prosperous year ahead.

SAMNIDHY@TAPMI.EDU.IN

Message from the CEO,
Mr. Abraham Mathew



To say that the year 2017 went by without

much ado would be a complete misnomer, for

there would have hardly been a dull moment in

the past 12 months. From concerns about the

continuing impact of demonetization

announced at the end of 2016, Implementation

of Goods & Services Tax (GST), Rollout of the

Bankruptcy bill and initiation of resolution

process and the great Recapitalization of PSU

banks plan.
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Message from the CIO & CRO,
Mr. Dhanyakumar & Mr. Phani Kumar

The disruptions have had a significant impact

on the economic activity in the rural and

unorganized economy. Rural economy was hit

more as these disruptions came on top of

previous year’s dull monsoons, tight control on

MSP, weakness in real estate and infrastructure

sector. This came as hard hit on already

struggling economic growth, which reflected in

the slowed down growth 5.7%. However this

year’s normal monsoon together with the

government’s drive to push rural economic

GST implementation would require continuing

efforts in 2018 in order for it to stabilize and

start contributing. Bankruptcy bill altogether

had a different impact. Before to this act

insolvency resolution mechanism was highly

fragmented and lacked clarity. The new bill

introduced, seeks to consolidate the existing

framework by creating a single law for

bankruptcy and insolvency. India was ranked

136th in resolving insolvency in global (Lower

the rank better it is). The process, which would

make it impossible for Indian banks to lend

with compassion and initiated strict actions

against errant/defaulting promoters. The year

2017 saw a record inflow of capital to Mutual

funds from households. Financialisation was

given a strong fillip by demonetization but also

helped by low inflation and the consequent fall

in interest rates as well as in real assets –

notably gold and real estate.

The 2018 budget was a much-anticipated

one in the bull phase run market. For big

corporates there was not much in the

kitty, and no plans on spurring the private

investment growth. Focus of the budget

was on the MSME and rural economy.

However, the only component of the

budget, which might have a direct impact

on farmers income is increased MSP to

1.5x of production cost. Considering

2019 elections, the budget seemed to

please the mass rather than spur the

growth.

On positive notes, there is a green shoot

in domestic investment cycle, which has

been laid back for long. Though it was

largely led by government spending. Hints

of private sector investments getting

bottomed out, and an upturn in private

sector capex hereon could immensely

support growth for the future.

growth build a strong case for rural recovery.



MARKET
OUTLOOK

Market Performance
Nifty and Sensex have gained nearly 17%. 

Nifty has touched to highs of 11,130 levels 

and Sensex has touched to 36,440 levels.

Elections in India
BJP won the crucial Gujarat 

Elections and provided required 

impetus for rising of Indian stock 

market. Upcoming elections in 

Karnataka are crucial as we go 

ahead into national elections next 

year.

Revision of Moody ranking
Moody rating agency has upgraded sovereign 

credit ratings of India from Baa3 to Baa2 on 

basis of Modi’s economic reforms. India has 

improved in Ease of doing business by 30 

points to reach in top 100 nations in ease of 

doing business

IBC Norms
RBI has recently scrapped 

existing Debt restructuring plans 

and tightened rules under 

insolvency and bankruptcy code 

for better resolution of existing 

cases. However, unfortunately, 

Nirav Modi case has been 

surfaced out in the same period 

of time affecting trust of PSU 

banks.

Banks Recapitalization
As part of economic reforms and to 

improve PSU bank’s Capital adequacy 

ratio to meet BASEL 3 norms, the 

government has infused Rs 2.11 trillion 

in PSU banks.

Interest rates; 
Bond Yields
There has been a raise in bond 

yields in past one year. Signs of 

inflation suggest a hike in 

interest rate in the upcoming 

meetings of RBI. Even, FED is 

also keen on increasing interest 

rates in next meeting.

Budget
As part of economic reforms and to improve PSU bank’s 

Capital adequacy ratio to meet BASEL 3 norms, the 

government has infused Rs 2.11 trillion in PSU banks.
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Best Performing Stock
CAN FIN HOMES LTD.

Highlights

SAMNIDHY@TAPMI.EDU.IN

 Can Fin Homes is a housing company with pan India

presence across 19 states with 170 branches and

satellite offices.

 The company was promoted by Canara bank. Can Fin

Homes was registered as a housing finance company

with National Housing Bank.

 It has added more than 118 branches and satellite

offices in the past 5 years itself.

 CFHL mainly does business in retail/individual home

loans with an average ticket size of 17 Lakhs and 91%

new approvals are qualifies for Credit Linked Subsidy

Scheme.

 Can Fin Homes had given us a stellar return of 17.36% over

the period of 2 months from January to 5th March, 2018.

 NII, OP & PAT for Q3 rose by 16%, 24% & 34% (Y-o-Y)

respectively.

 Cost to Income Ratio improved to 14.54% from 17.15% at

Dec’16 (14.61% at Sep’17)

 Gross NPA contained at 0.46% while Net NPAs stood at

0.25%.

 90.5% of fresh loan approvals during the year were for

Housing & 9.5% for Non-Housing

 Average ticket size of incremental Housing & Non-Housing

Loans are Rs.18 lakh and Rs.9 lakh respectively

Company Profile
- Mr. Sanjay Sawhney



• India’s housing finance market is currently worth ₹9.7 trillion and has

achieved steady growth over the last three years.

• The total housing credit outstanding in India as on March 31, 2016 was

around ₹12.5 trillion as against ₹10.5 trillion as on March 31, 2015,

indicating an annualised growth of 19% in FY16.

• The housing credit growth was supported by disbursements of

construction linked loans, growth in the small ticket affordable housing

segment and demand from Tier-II/III cities and some increase in primary

sales during the festive season.

INDUSTRY OVERVIEW

• For HFCs/NBFCs the overall growth was at similar levels of

19%, the home loan growth for large HFCs (HFCs with assets

under management greater than ₹450 billion) was lower at 15%

(19% in FY15) vis-à-vis home loan growth of 36% for smaller

HFCs (37% in FY15) leading to an overall growth of 19%.

• The portfolio growth of small HFCs benefitted from their

increased focus on faster growing segments like affordable

housing finance, self-employed borrower segments and rise in

new entrants.
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Rapidly rising urban population giving rise to demand in affordable housing sector in Tier II/III cities. India is projected to add 300 million new urban 

residents by 2050.

Favourable government policies like Pradhan Mantri AwasYojana-housing for all and many more such schemes have given significant amount of 

investment in affordable housing sector addressing the key issues like demand, supply and affordability.

India’s housing finance market still remains under penetrated in comparison to many advanced and emerging economies, evidenced by its low 

mortgage-to-GDP ratio. Thus, a lower mortgage penetration compared to advanced and emerging economies implies a huge opportunity for growth.
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GROWTH DRIVERS
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• Backed by nationalized bank giving it access to credit at low interest rates

• Availability of products to cater to different segments

• Lowest NPA’s in the whole BFSI sector

• AAA ratings for loans/ NCD and A1+ rating for commercial papers

• Maintaining CAR above the NHB requirements

Strengths

Weakness

Opportunities

Threats

• Rapidly rising urban population

• Favouring government policies leads growth of the sector

• Unserved and underserved population 

• Lower penetration of branches in India. More focus towards southern side

• Focus towards riskier products like LAP, Builders loan etc. which might

lead to some exposure to bad debts

• Growing bond yields, leads to rise in interest rate

• Tougher competition from banks which have access to cheap capital

• Increasing operating costs

INDUSTRY ANALYSIS – HOUSING MARKET

SAMNIDHY@TAPMI.EDU.IN



PERFORMANCE
CAN FIN HOMES LTD.

On account of increasing demand for affordable

housing backed by increasing urban population

and favourable government policies the Can Fin

Homes loan book is expected to increase many

fold and has been increasing since last 4 years at

CAGR if 32%.

Can Fin Homes has maintained stellar

capital adequacy ratio way above the

NHB requirements since last 4 years. As

per Dec’17 CHFL has maintained 19.16%

CAR against 12% NHB requirements.

This ensures that Can Fin Homes won’t

face any problem in case of imposition of

more stringent rules and regulations by

RBI as speculated.
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Samnidhy™ Student Managed Investment Fund



India ranks 4th in terms of Iron ore 

production. It is 3rd largest producer of 

coal. India holds a fair advantage in cost 

of production and conversion costs in 

steel and alumina. Domestic consumption 

remains favourable on the back of 

Government’s thrust on infrastructure 

particularly towards affordable housing, 

power transmission and railways in the 

Union Budget 2018-19.

Sector Analysis
STEEL
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- Mr. Prashant Nair & Mr. Hemant Kothari



WORLD STEEL SCENARIO

• Total Crude Steel Production grew by 5.3% during 

the year 2017 to 1691.2 MT.

• Steel prices have strengthened with improved 

demand outlook, production discipline and support 

from raw material prices.

• US imposes import tariff of 25% on steel products 

and 10% on Aluminium.

• Steel imports account for 35% of US demand and 

Aluminium imports account for 90% of domestic 

demand.

• India accounts for only 2% of US imports whereas

major markets like China, Brazil, Korea, Mexico,

and Russia comprise 57% of total steel imports to

US. China accounts for 73% of total aluminium

imports.

Sector Analysis
STEEL

SAMNIDHY@TAPMI.EDU.IN



Sector Analysis
STEEL

INDIAN STEEL INDUSTRY

• Crude steel production grew by 6.2% to 101.4 MT in the year

2017 (Jan-Dec) and 84.42 MT during (April-Dec)

• Retains position as the 3rd largest crude steel producer after

China (831.7 MT) & Japan (104.7 MT)

• Steel exports from China has reduced with closure of inefficient

production facilities and continued strong domestic demand.

• Imports from Japan reduced slightly with stronger domestic

demand but Korean imports continue to remain at elevated

levels with weakness in the domestic market.

• Five domestic companies – Essar steel, Electrosteel, Monnet Ispat,

Bhushan Steel, and Bhushan Power and Steel, facing liquidation

process under the Insolvency & Bankruptcy Act.

SAMNIDHY@TAPMI.EDU.IN

FUTURE OUTLOOK

• Demand for Iron & steel is expected to rise given the growth

expectations for residential and Commercial building industry.

• India is expected to overtake Japan to become the world's

second largest steel producer by 2018 and aims to achieve 300

million tonnes of annual steel production by 2025-30.

• Coal based power generation capacity in India, which currently

stands at 192 GW expected to reach 330-441 GW by 2040.



Sector Analysis
STEEL

ACQUISITIONS & BIDDING WARS

The five companies facing liquidation

proceedings under IBC are finding bids

from other market players who want

to expand their production capacity.

Monnet Ispat has received a bid for

Rs.3750 crore by consortium of JSW

Steel-AION Capital. Electrosteel has

received a bid for Rs.4500 crore from

Vedanta Ltd.

SAMNIDHY@TAPMI.EDU.IN

Bidding warsTimeline: Bhushan Steel & Bhushan Steel and Power

• Liquidation value of Bhushan Steel set at Rs.15000 crore.

• TATA bids for both entities for Rs.24000 crore.

• Bhushan Steel employees offer Rs.50 crore cash and Rs.28600 crore payable

over 13 years.

• JSW Steel-JFE-Piramal consortium bids Rs.29700 crore for Bhushan Steel and

Rs.11000 crore for Bhushan Power. Later JFE backs out and JSW and Piramal

agree to share 50-50 stake if their bid is successful.

• TATA revises its bid. It bids Rs.35200 for Bhushan Steel and Rs.24500 crore

for Bhushan Steel & Power.

• Liberty House of UK had submitted bid for both companies but their bid

was rejected by the Committee of Creditors (COC) on the grounds of

receiving the letter of intent for the bid after nearly 5 days after the deadline.

• Liberty House has moved National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT) and 

appealed to consider its bid. However, the company wanted its late bid be 

considered and had argued that it had a superior plan which should find favor 

with the creditors.



The Indian banking sector has been reeling 

from deteriorating asset quality with total 

stressed loans ratio being 12.2% for all Indian 

banks and 16.2% for public sector lenders. It is 

the public sector lenders that have 

contributed most to the rise in NPAs. 

Following RBI’s stringent asset quality reviews, 

there has been a sharp increase in the NPAs 

being reported by both public and private 

banks. The proportion of NPLs is increasing 

which implies that a higher portion of stressed 

assets are being classified as non-performing.

Sector Analysis
BANKING
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- Ms. Kriti Kanchan Sinha



As seen in graph 2. , Iron & steel, infrastructure,

construction, textiles, food processing and mining

account for almost 75% of impaired loans. With the

exception of construction sector, bad loans for all other

sectors have been on a rise and this will definitely have

a negative impact on the banks’ balance sheets.

RBI has released a new framework for resolution of

stressed assets in 2018 that makes it mandatory for

banks to classify even one-day delay in debt servicing as

default. It also makes it mandatory for the banks and

borrowers to implement a plan for resolving loans

within 180 days of default or go to insolvency

court. Also, the RBI has advised banks to 50%

provisioning against secured loans and 100% against

unsecured loans which will definitely impact the

profitability. While these stringent regulations may be a

bitter pill to swallow for banks in the short term, they

will go a long way in instilling much needed discipline in

the banking sector and improve its asset quality.

Sector Analysis
BANKING
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Sector Analysis
BANKING
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Rising bond yields are another 

challenge faced by the banking 

sector especially public sector 

lenders. The sudden spurts 

decrease the bond prices 

adversely affecting the 

investments made by the banks.

A much needed shot in the arm

for the banking sector is the

growth in non-food bank credit.

It has increased to 9.5% Y-o-Y

in January 2018 as compared to

3.5% in January 2017. However,

the decline in credit to

industries remains a problem

for banks coupled with the bad

loans from this sector.

Major Budget Proposals and Impact

• Bank Recapitalization - The government has announced capital infusion of ₹2.11 lakh crore with 

₹1.35 lakh infused through recapitalization bonds, over two years in public sector banks that 

contribute to majority of the NPAs. This massive recapitalization combined with Enhanced Access and 

Service Excellence program will help the public sector lenders meet their capital requirements and 

provide additional credit to the tune of ₹5 lakh crore.

• Uncollateralized Deposit Facility – The RBI Act will be amended to institutionalize Uncollateralized 

Deposit Facility which will act as an instrument to manage excess liquidity without offering any 

securities as collateral. The funds parked with the RBI through this facility by the banks could earn 

interest.

• Strong Regional Rural Banks will be allowed to raise capital from the market to enable them to 

increase their credit to the rural economy and increase financial inclusion.

• Online loan sanctioning facility for MSMEs will help in prompt and larger financing of MSMEs and also 

considerably ease cash flow challenges faced by them.

• A 10% increase in the volume of institutional credit for the agriculture sector to 11 lakh crore for the 

year 2018-19 along with 1.5 times hike in Minimum Support Price of all crops will improve rural 

income and improve the banks’ credit offtake and asset quality for this segment.

• Reserve Bank of India has issued guidelines to nudge Corporates access bond market. SEBI will also 

consider mandating, beginning with large Corporates, to meet about one-fourth of their financing 

needs from the bond market.

• Public sector banks will be onboard the Trade Electronic Receivable Discounting System (TReDS) 

platform and linked with GSTN which will increase credit flow to MSMEs in a prompt manner.
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